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Trillion dollar budget cut will hit NextGen: Blakey  
Publicado: http://www.airtrafficmanagement.net/2012/07/trillion-dollar-budget-cut-will-hit-
nextgen-blakey/ 
13/07/2012. Former FAA Administrator, Marion Blakey, has warned that budget 
cuts could delay the implementation of the US’s new satellite-based air traffic 
control system, NextGen. 
 
 
UK military threatens ‘lethal force’ during Olympic  Games 
Publicado: http://www.airtrafficmanagement.net/2012/07/military-threaten-lethal-force-during-
olympics/ 
13/07/2012. The UK’s Royal Air Force has confirmed that aircraft that fail to 
comply with procedures within a restricted airspace zone around the Olympic site 
could be subject to ‘lethal force’. 
 
 
Airline passengers warned of delays  
Publicado: http://www.newsinenglish.no/2012/07/12/more-delays-at-oslo-area-airports/ 
12/07/2012. A lack of air traffic controllers on duty in southern Norway has led to 
delayed flights in and out of OSL Gardermoen, Oslo’s main airport and widely 
viewed as the gateway to Norway. Staffing shortages forced some airports to 
close at various points earlier this week, and new delays loom this weekend. 
Avinor is the state agency in charge of the airports and air traffic controllers, and 
admits to “staffing challenges” during July because of traditional summer 
holidays. 
 
 
Saab Sensis WAM boosts Edinburgh safety  
Publicado: http://www.airtrafficmanagement.net/2012/07/saab-sensis-wam-boost-edinburgh-
airport-safety/ 
http://www.saabsensis.com/docs/988/ 
12/07/2012. Saab Sensis, a subsidiary of the defense and security company 
Saab, has delivered a WAM (Wide Area Multilateration) system that is providing 
NATS’ air traffic controllers with the precise surveillance needed for separation of 
flights arriving and departing from EDI. NATS installed and validated the WAM 
and transitioned it to service as the first operational use of WAM surveillance at a 
UK airport. 
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Commission upgrades EGNOS for positioning accuracy  
Publicado: http://www.airtrafficmanagement.net/2012/07/commission-upgrades-egnos-for-
positioning-accuracy/ 
11/07/2012. A new EGNOS transponder was launched on 9 July via satellite 
from Baikonur, Kazakhstan, by the European Commission in order to upgrade 
and maintain the EGNOS system. 
 
 
 
NATS sale grounded: report  
Publicado: http://www.airtrafficmanagement.net/2012/07/nats-sale-grounded-report/ 
10/07/2012. The Daily Mail newspaper reports that UK transport minister Justine 
Greening will announce today that ministers have decided it was better to halt 
the deal rather than risk the political and financial consequences of ‘handing 
control of Britain’s skies to Berlin’ after German ATC counterpart DFS expressed 
an interest in acquiring a controlling interest in UK air traffic control. 
 
 
Britain to keep stake in NATS air traffic control  
Publicado: http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/07/10/britain-nats-idUSL6E8IA7JO20120710 
10/07/2012. The British government has decided not to sell its stake in national air 
traffic control provider NATS because of its strategic importance to the UK, 
Transport Secretary Justine Greening said on Tuesday. 
 
 
Kjevik goes ahead with pioneer project  
Publicado: http://www.airtrafficmanagement.net/2012/07/kjevik-goes-ahead-with-pioneer-
project/ 
10/07/2012. Kristiansand Airport Kjevik will be Norway’s first airport with a safety 
system that in a controlled manner will be able to stop aircraft that for various 
reasons are unable to stop before reaching the end of the runway. The system 
consists of a network of blocks.  These collapse and halt the aircraft if it proceeds 
beyond the end of the runway—thus preventing a potentially hazardous situation. 
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Brenner appointed new Eurocontrol chief  
Publicado: http://www.airtrafficmanagement.net/2012/07/brenner-appointed-new-
eurocontrol-chief/ 
09/07/2012. The EUROCONTROL Permanent Commission has appointed Frank 
Brenner as Director General of EUROCONTROL with effect from 1 January 
2013. Brenner is currently the DFS (Deutsche Flugsicherung GmbH) General 
Manager Operations for FABEC. 
 
 
UK’s Deakin: new London airport ‘unworkable’  
Publicado: http://www.airtrafficmanagement.net/2012/07/uks-deakin-new-london-airport-
unworkable/ 
09/07/2012. The head of UK air traffic control has raised serious concerns that a 
new Estuary hub would be unworkable, warning it could not co-exist with either 
Heathrow, London City, Northolt or Southend airports. 
 
 
Thales furthers future cockpit functionality  
Publicado: http://www.airtrafficmanagement.net/2012/07/thales-furthers-future-cockpit-
functionality/ 
09/07/2012. Thales has unveiled further state-of-the-art innovations to its 
revolutionary interactive cockpit design, ODICIS, which seeks to shape the future 
of commercial and military avionics platforms. 
 
 
SESAR signals technologies for deployment  
Publicado: http://www.airtrafficmanagement.net/2012/07/sesar-signals-technologies-for-
deployment/ 
http://www.sesarju.eu/sites/default/files/documents/reports/SESAR_Release_1_Results.pdf?is
suusl=ignore (informe) 

09/07/2012. The first Release of SESAR R&D results featured operational 
validation exercises which took place throughout Europe in 2011 and in the first 
months of 2012. The exercises focused on the development of efficient and 
green terminal airspace operations; four-dimensional aircraft trajectories, 
enhancing flight safety and collaborative ATM network management. 
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Loss of Communications leading to Loss of Separatio n 
Publicado: http://eurocontrol.us1.list-
manage.com/track/click?u=0fa4593636877e9fd022bcdc1&id=4e2d3a9881&e=6ee99c4731 
09/07/2012. On 12 January 2011, a privately operated Socata TBM850 light 
aircraft on a flight from Antwerp to Birmingham lost radio contact with ATC whilst 
in IMC on a non procedural approach to runway 15 prior to the issue of a landing 
clearance and prior to checking in on the ATC TWR frequency. It continued the 
approach to obtain the required visual reference before landing over the top of a 
DHC8-400 aircraft which had lined up ready for take off in accordance with ATC 
instructions. 
 
 
“Network Operations Report” Mensual de Eurocontrol – Junio 2012  
Publicado: 
https://www.public.cfmu.eurocontrol.int/PUBPORTAL/gateway/spec/PORTAL.16.1.0.0.27/_res/
NOR201206.pdf 
09/07/2012. El tráfico descendió en Europa un 0.5% comparado con junio 2011.  
La demora media ATFM descendió de 2.6 minutos (junio 2011) a 1.5 min. (junio 
2012).  
En España descenso generalizado de tráfico, excepto Palma: LECM -6.6%, 
LECB -2.3%, LECS -8.5%, LECP +0.1%, GCCC -6.6%. En cuanto a demoras en 
ruta destaca LECB con 0.62 min/vuelo en quinto lugar europeo, principalmente 
debido a Capacidad ATC. Las demoras en los demás centros de control 
españoles no fueron importantes: LECS 0.05m/v, GCCC sin demora, LECM 
0.12m/v.   
 
 
EASA welcomes the publication of the final report o n the safety investigation of 
the accident of flight AF 447 on 1 June 2009  
Publicado: http://easa.europa.eu/communications/press-releases/2012/EASA-press-release-
05072012.html 
05/07/2012. The European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) welcomes today’s 
publication by the BEA (French Civil Aviation Safety Investigation Authority) of 
the Final Report on the safety investigation of the accident of flight AF 447 on 1 
June 2009. The lessons learned from this accident will help to advance aviation 
safety.  
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Air Transport Trends: the latest bulletin  
Publicado: http://www.eurocontrol.int/sites/default/files/content/documents/official-
documents/industry-monitor/eurocontrol-industry-monitor-142.pdf 
03/07/2012. The Eurozone crisis is still having an effect on European flights, 
notes the Industry Monitor , EUROCONTROL’s bulletin on air transport trends. 
Traffic for May is down 3.2% compared with last year. IATA is quoted as saying 
that European carriers’ losses could be as much as €900 million this year - a 
sharp contrast to the €450 million March they forecast in March. Even if they 
remain historically high, one bit of good news is that oil prices are at their lowest 
in 18 months - €77 a barrel. 
 
 
BADA, securing trajectory prediction  
Publicado: http://www.eurocontrol.int/news/bada-securing-trajectory-prediction 
03/07/2012. On Thursday 28 June, EUROCONTROL and Boeing signed an 
amendment to the Cross License Agreement, established in October 2009, 
setting the grounds for active collaboration in developing and maintaining up to 
the highest standards BADA, the EUROCONTROL aircraft performance model 
and related database. By providing the ATM community with a single source of 
aircraft related data, BADA secures the coherence of trajectory simulation and 
prediction outputs, thus contributing to the harmonisation and integration of air 
navigation services. 
 
 
FEAST service marks its 44th user  
Publicado: http://www.eurocontrol.int/news/feast-service-marks-its-44th-user 
02/07/2012. The FEAST (First European Air Traffic Controller Selection Test) 
service welcomes the Dutch Air Navigation Service Provider as its 44th user. 
 
 
Putting passengers first at ACI Europe  
Publicado: http://www.eurocontrol.int/news/putting-passengers-first-aci-europe 
29/06/2012. On 21 and 22 June the Director General, David McMillan, took part 
in the 22nd ACI Europe General Assembly, hosted by Aena Aeropuertos in 
Madrid. The theme of the event was “Putting the passenger first – from 
infrastructure managers through to service providers”. 
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Smooth and safe operations for CCAMS ( Centralised SSR Code Assignment 
and Management System)  expansion  
Publicado: http://www.eurocontrol.int/news/smooth-and-safe-operations-ccams-expansion 
28/06/2012. Ukraine, Bulgaria, Ireland and Norway represent a total of 11 ACCs, 
each of them having their own requirements and systems.  The variety of 
infrastructures and manufacturers adds complexity to a successful 
implementation. The CCAMS systems optimize the efficiency of European SSR 
transponder code management by automatically selecting and distributing the 
code to all the CCAMS units along the route of the flight. 
 
 
Estudio de diversos accidentes de aviación, por Nat ional Geographic  
Publicado: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Mayday_episodes 
Serie de National Geographic, llamada Mayday (aka Air Crash Investigation) que 
estudia diversos accidentes de aviación. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


